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Concept, Text, Performance: Shannon Sullivan
Dance, Movement Composition: Raffaella Galdi
Dramaturgy: Joey Juschka
Premiere: 11th July 2009, at the festival “frisch eingetroffen”, zeitraumexit, Mannheim, Germany

“Shannon Sullivan's production '13 poems in a body' was downright stunning. After a serious foot 
injury the dancer discovered a new means of expression for herself: language. In cooperation with 
Raffaella Galdi her dance performance provoked movement with spoken word and the other way 
around. The piece painfully translated mental and spiritual conflict into physical conflict and 
allowed the audience to intensely feel the torment.

A magnificent conclusion to two diverse evenings of theater that offered a promising glimpse of 
tomorrow's repertoire of performances.”

– press review, “Mannheimer Morgen”, July 14, 2009

Links:

Video “13 poems in a body”: https://vimeo.com/133340194  
Poems (selection): https://issuu.com/shannonsullivanberlin/docs/selectedpoemsandpieces2009-2011
Audio “Top”, recording of one of the poems: https://soundcloud.com/shannon-sullivan-31/top
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“13 poems in a body”

“13 poems in a body” is Shannon Sullivan's first piece in a borrowed body.

My understanding of language is physical; it comes from the experience of being in a physical 

body, in a female body. It comes from the experience of dancing, as I've done my whole life, in 

whatever way I could. This inheritance shows in the rhythm and movement of my speech. For me 

language is not cerebral; language is rhythm, images, music that come from the body.

My texts explore how personal physical experiences contain and depict universal questions and 

phenomena: questions of one's position and function in society, questions of perception, questions 

on the existence of collective memory or collective pain. Are there traces of what people in other 

countries and other times have lived through in my body now? Can I transfer these experiences to 

another body?

The physical body is the central element of “13 poems in a body”: the experiences it has saved in its

cells – possibly even from earlier generations - the events that have marked it, what it has to say. 

We explore the concept of a “borrowed body” or two performers collaborating to embody one being

– one using language, the other movement to communicate.

Body borrowed: Raffaella Galdi

Raffaella Galdi was born in Italy and lives in Berlin. She attended the Ecole de Danse Rosella 

Hightower, in Cannes, France, and received her diploma from the modern dance academy 

Rotterdamdansacademie, in Rotterdam, Holland. Since 1997 she has been a member of the Belgian 

Companie Thor, headed by Thierry Smits, the Berlin-based company Cie. Toula Limnaios, headed 

by Toula Limnaios, the Luxembourg company Unit Control, headed by Bernard Baumgarten and 

the Belgian company Galothar, headed by Andy Deneys. As a freelancer she has worked in 

Holland, Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg with choreographers including Thom Stuart, Sanne 

van der Put, Tomi Paasonen, Rui Horta, Helge Müsial, Christoph Winkler and LaborGras.
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“13 poems in a body”

– Original German press review,
“Mannheimer Morgen”, 14 Juli 2009
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